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 Efficiency, flexibility and performance

> Many machine and pack style variations possible

> Short format changeover times of about one hour

> Fast and reproducible format changeover

> Little cleaning and maintenence effort

> No need for hot melt to seal the packs

> Sealing operations only foil against foil - no product contact

> Use of just one packaging material

> Largely toolless format changeover and belt change

> High format flexibility

> Hygienic and space-saving design

> Optimized accessibility for operation, maintenance and cleaning

> Ideal system component in line combination with downstream equipment 

    from LoeschPack, with perfect system integration

Primary packaging of small chocolate items, bars and small tablets in a fold wrap. 
The RCB-HS packaging machine combines the benefits of a traditional die-fold machine and a flow 

wrapping machine on a single platform. It can produce hermetically sealed packs at a speed of up to 

600 products a minute – with the premium look of a fold wrap. The RCB-HS is used wherever exacting 

demands relating to the look of the packaging accompany high tightness requirements. Thanks to its 

extremely compact design, the wrapping head machine has a very small footprint at its place of use. 

The machine is also available in the RCB-H variant for small bars. Both types of machines can create 

open folds in addition to the tightly sealed packaging variant.

Tight as a flow pack, but with the premium look of a fold wrap

RCB-HS | RCB-H
Wrapping head machine

No hot-melt needed 
to seal package

Performance of up to 600 
products per minute - 
hermetically sealed

Maximum availability thanks to short and toolless
size changeovers and minimised start-up issues

Many machine and pack 
style variations possible 

Sealing operation only foil against foil - no 
product damage




